
BNA Land Use & Transportation Committee - Meeting Minutes 

Mon 10/24/16 7-9 pm at Q Center 

Attendees: 

 LUTC: David de la Rocha (Chair), Sarah Cantine, Katy Wolf, Charlie Tso, Sebastien Mistouflet, Kay 

Newell, Owen Gabbert, Stacee Wion 

 Guests: Renee Strand (Holst), Mike Perso (William/Kaven), Richard Caldwell (William/Kaven), 

Daniel Kaven (William/Kaven), Vic Remmers 

 Residents: Stephen Gomez, Jordan Winkler, Judith (last name?), Michael Hoffman, Ted Buehler 

Minutes: 

7:00 Introductions 

7:01 Public Comment 

 David won’t be here to chair the Nov 28 meeting. Sarah volunteers to step in. 

7:02 Holst Architecture - SW corner of Mississippi and Fremont  

 At the last presentation to LUTC, we mostly talked about massing and scale, but not specifics. 

Now can talk more about ground floor on Mississippi and pedestrian scale of building. 

 New building planned to the south – six story office building by Works Partnership Architects 

 No major changes to plan. 5 stories. Tuck under parking accessed off alley, with entrance on 

Fremont. Tandem parking spots – one car in front of the other. Added entry to parking from 

Mississippi for people with bikes or on foot. Have to carry bike down a staircase. Already have 

ADA access through Fremont entrance. 

 Major massing element that changed: came down a story at Mississippi/Fremont and came up 

on the unimproved southern side. Because of change in stepping, they broke up the façade 

more. These came from City Design Review comments.  

 At the last meeting they talked about relocating the Boise-Eliot community garden to the Revere 

right of way. They talked to the Parks department but the initial response has been that this is 

not a great spot because of the light cutoff from the building to the south. There is still interest 

from the development side to do something like garden or landscaping. They’ll still continue 

working on the Revere right of way project separately, with community involvement. This will be 

a 50’ right of way. They have been approved conceptually through an Alternative Review 

process, to provide pedestrian access for Judith and her husband’s house. Nothing has been 

signed. They are also deeding two parking spaces to them in the parking garage. 

 Building has a yoga and fitness and studio with climbing wall outside, potentially a community 

rental spot. Will catch all stormwater onsite with drywells so it won’t run off into Revere. 

 Not recycling water or using any alternative energy. 

 211 unit apartments, mix of types. 

 Townhomes on Mississippi Ave. Previously were one solid planter box, now are broken up more 

– stepped planters. Brought cedar wall to entry. 

 Community room. Lowered windows. Doing custom art piece bike rack in front of window.  

 Lobby entry on Mississippi. Wood wall at entry.  



 Retail is at corner of Mississippi and Fremont. Set back from street. All windows. Hoping to get 

restaurant, with outdoor covered seating. 

 Loading bay at Fremont for moves.  

 Will pave up to south side of neighbor’s property line, where their parking is. Can pave 

neighbors parking area if they would like it. 

 Renee will find out if the residents will have to pay to park in the parking garage. 

 They are about a month from going in for the permit. 

 Revere ROW public input: David offers to schedule a special charrette after City permit go-

ahead, maybe on a Saturday morning. 

 Stephen Gomez comments that it would be great for goodwill in the community if the 

developers could contribute to sprucing up the Masonic Lodge across the street. 

 Ted asks if the BNA has brought up concerns about how the building may not meet our Design 

Guidelines in certain respects. Sarah says she and Sebastien have pushed for modifications to 

bring it more in line with them, which they have made. 

 Ted comments that some residents in the BNA would prefer more public amenity space rather 

than parking entrances. Renee looked at that, but the development budget would not allow for 

more than they are doing. They think the dollars are better spent on making the Revere ROW a 

green, public amenity. 

Renee will return at the next meeting to present on the two buildings in Overlook (separate project), 

where the Overlook Restaurant is. 

7:37 William/Kaven - 4018 N. Williams “Parallax” – 5 stories 

 Vic Remmers’ company (developers on this project) just completed the building at Vancouver 

and Mason. William/Kaven HQ is in Boise, in the building on Williams above Phillipe’s Bakery. 

 Daniel Kaven – have been here since 2004. They did a project on N Vancouver, just did a 

townhouse on Beech by the HUB building. Are now designing a building on Williams, which will 

serve as their headquarters, across the street from where they are now. 

 Site discussed tonight is at northeast corner of Shaver and Williams. Proposing a mixed use 

building, 66 apartment units, retail on ground floor. Seven 2 BR units. There has been a lot of 

anger from the artist of the mural on the existing building. They will have him do a new mural 

and permanent piece inside the building. They are very excited to be working with him. Existing 

building is CMU, so this would be a new smooth surface for him to repaint basically the same 

mural. 

 The project has an installation art concept. Look changes when you look at it from different 

angles.  

 Ground floor is set back 3’ to allow for outdoor seating. Mural will wrap around to the indoor 

entrance. Contiguous retail can break down into smaller stores, 40’ deep. Could be up to 4 

retailers. Steel canopy is continuous wrap around ending at mural. 

 Parking in back. Going for min amount of parking (25%). Some surface and some tuck under 

spaces. 

 Bike parking is partially covered by building. 46 exterior mounted spaces, behind gate on 

Williams side and vehicle gate at parking entrance. All spaces along building are vertical. On the 

north side there are horizontal spaces. 



 Terrace off of amenity room on 5th story. Keeping focus away from the balcony edge to avoid 

overlooking the residential area to the east. 

 Sarah cautions to keep an eye on lighting spill to residents below. 

 William/Kaven considered all of the BNA Design Guidelines and tried to design to them.  

 Kay asks that the exterior lights be made with sensitivity to people and wildlife. Color 

temperature and downlighting is important. Bedrooms are in the back of homes which face 

these developments. 

 Parking lighting is minimal especially since it’s secured. 

 Mural will be about 5’ shorter than it is now. Will be about 24’ wide. 

 Ted suggests we might ask for similar mitigations for the backside in consideration of the houses 

behind them, like we asked Mason Williams to do.  

 Daniel answers the concerns with some of the mitigations. The city is increasing height along 

this area, so this project won’t, but future developments will be higher. They didn’t do the 6th 

floor even though they could. They’ve chosen higher quality materials so it’s nicer to look at. No 

balconies. They have an 8’ tall fence. Parking area sets back the building from houses to the 

east. 

 Schedule: Have submitted for general land use review. Notices haven’t gone out yet to the 

nearby neighbors with designs and opportunity to give feedback. Lots of design has been 

modified in the last week. Construction will start in May 2017. 

 William/Kaven can send us a PDF of the exterior facades to post on our website. 

 They would also like a letter of support for the project. They are required to ask for a meeting 

with us (though not to show up). The City wants a feedback loop. Now is the time for BNA to 

voice their opinion. Owen reminds that we can decide specific language later. We can decide to 

write a letter now, but may not send it until the notice goes out with the full design review 

packet for people to react to.  

 Kay suggests we support the general concept as presented to the LUTC, with understanding that 

neighbors have not been notified, and we expect further input from the City and we will 

respond to those with a second letter if necessary. 

 VOTE: David makes motion to write as preliminary letter of general support. All in favor, motion 

passes unanimously. 

8:38 Board business 

 Proposal for Boise boundary changes: Eliot will discuss at their next meeting. No negative 

responses yet. 

 Proposal from Rebecca Rosenfeldt (AirBnB employee, homeowner) about request to get 

deviation to rent out short term rental she owns next door to her, which goes against ordinance. 

David says the code is recent and clear, you must live at the property, you can’t live next door. 

David proposes writing a letter to remind the City that we don’t support violating the code, and 

this proposal violates the code. All in favor, motion passes unanimously. 

 Sarah got an announcement from Environment Oregon about Community Solar. David will ask 

them to come speak at the BNA. 

8:45 Adjourn 


